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	This is a Booklet for Lovers.  It is designed to give you two months of daily exercises to develop the love that is so vital to your happiness.  Love, like anything else worthwhile, has to be paid attention to and nurtured.  We can get so busy that it gets taken for granted sometimes.  This will give you a reminder and a specific way to foster your devotion to each other.

	Great flexibility has been built into this Booklet.  You can use it anyway that is best for you.  Take it, day by day, in the order that the exercises appear here.  Pick specific topics from the Table Of Contents and create your own daily order.  Do a little bit of both.  Take one exercise and use that one for a week.  Each day you will find more depth.  Using that method would give you a full year's worth of exchanges with one another.  While writing the answers is the recommended way to activate these answers, one or other of you might prefer to ponder them in your heart and then talk them over.  It is ok if one writes and the other thinks over their answers.  It is important, though, to, at least sometimes, write your answers.

	Another suggestion to take very seriously, is to periodically, say once a week or every two weeks, have friends in to share the exercise with you.  Marriage is a very personal experience.  But we very much need other devoted couples to help us be at our best.  Make sure to make friends a part of your love.  Sharing these exercises is one good way to do that.


				INTRODUCTION


	Thank you so very much for having made the Day of Sexuality.  It shows where your heart lies that you would take the time and trouble to give yourselves over to the Experience.  There is nothing like a good couple to make this world a better place to live in and enjoy.

	Know how good you are!  That is so terribly important.  This is not only essential to you but even more so to your beloved.  Without a deep, interior knowledge of your goodness you will be crippled in your ability to live up to your full potential to love.  Through prayer and the acceptance of the love of your spouse, you can overcome any lack of self appreciation.  Look on this striving for full self acceptance as the greatest gift you can give your spouse.  The more you see your worth, the more love you will have to give him/her.  The less you see your worth, the more demanding you will be, the less you will be able to truly believe how much he/she loves you.

	Your sexuality is an incredible gift from God.  The fulness of your masculinity/femininity is what you most have to offer your beloved.  We never run out of our sexuality.  It is not something which ebbs away with age but increases exponentially with added experience and practice.  You never lose it.  It is not a stage of love you pass through and then develop your marriage on other realities.  When your masculinity is fully blossomed and offered to her, without reservation, she is most able to be herself.  When your femininity is total and made a full gift to you husband, he truly blooms in his masculinity.  Both of you are never happier.

	Sexuality is not an aspect of marriage, even a most important one.  Your mutual sexuality is the soil in which all other dimensions are rooted.  From your sexual responsiveness to one another, come the nurturing, feeding, strengthening of all other areas of your communion with one another.  Thus, it cannot be taken for granted nor limited to the occasions of making love.  That is true, no matter how fantastic and mutually satisfying your love life may be.  In fact, we must stop calling intercourse; "Our love life".  It is an essential and powerful part of our love for one another but our love life is the total complexus of our devoted interaction with one another.  That interaction, from the most mundane to the most sublime, must always be fully and consciously, masculine and feminine.

	This Booklet is intended to help you live out on a daily basis the vision held out to you on our Day of Sexuality.  It gives you a chance to reprioritize your sexuality with each other regularly.



Exercise 1         Topics of Conversation



Prayer:  Father I thank You for You and I thank You for
myself and I thank You for my spouse.  Let me be at my best 
for all three of us during this time.  Help us to get closer 
to one another in Your name.  Fill me with sincerity and  
love.  I ask this in the name of Jesus, the Lord.  Amen.


Directions:  

A.  Carefully choose the answers.  Don't rush and merely
circle what first pops to mind in questions 1 and 2.  In
questions 3 - 6 pour out your heart to your spouse.

B.  Exchange your responses with your spouse with a tender
hug and kiss.

C.  Don't just read answers.  Try to get inside your beloved
through his/her answers.

1.  When we are alone, we usually talk about (circle two):

	a.  bills
	b.  the future
	c.  the children
	d.  my family
	e.  in-laws
	f.  the house
	g.  the job
	h.  world affairs
	i.  us
	j.  school
	k.  the neighbors
	l.  differences of opinion

2.  When we talk about these things, I am usually:

	a.  better informed
	b.  strengthened in my decision
	c.  pleased
	d.  sometimes dissatisfied
	e.  feeling close to you
	f.  bored
	g.  entertained
	h.  defensive
	i.  trying to change your mind

3.  We often wind up talking about everything except us,
    because (explain in detail)...

Write your answers on separate pages, exchange papers with your spouse and discuss.

4.  What "us" topics do I like most to talk about?

5.  When do I get the most out of talking about us?

6.  How can we talk together about us more often?



Exercise 2      	AFFECTION



Prayer:  Father it is so good to be with You.  You are so 
good to me and have been all my life.  I love You and am 
so grateful for Your love for me.  That means so much to me.
Be good to my beloved.  I can't express deeply enough my
appreciation for Your calling us together.  Help me to 
deepen my love!  I ask this through Christ our Lord.


Directions:

A.  Carefully choose the answers. Don't rush and merely
circle what first pops to mind in questions 1 and 2.  In
questions 3 - 5 pour out your heart to your spouse.

B.  Exchange your responses with your spouse with a 
tender hug and kiss.

C.  Don't just read answers.  Try to get inside your 
beloved through his/her answers.


	1.  We hold hands and hug each other (circle two):

	a.  just like we used to when we were engaged 
	b.  only in the bedroom
	c.  mostly at the expected times, such as leaving
	    the house or coming home
	d.  every day
	e.  if we feel like it or it seems called for
	f.  when I want something
	g.  when my wife/husband wants something

	2.  I think touching each other frequently is 
          (circle two):

	a.  just for kids
	b.  something which doesn't happen enough between
	    us
	c.  something we don't need
	d.  more important for women than men
	e.  just a prelude to sex
	f.  not as important as it used to be now that we have
	    sex 
	g.  something I don't like to do.

	3.  When my beloved touches me tenderly without sex as 	    a goal, I feel (explain fully).


    Write answers on a separate page, exchange papers with your spouse and discuss.

	4.  What do I enjoy most when you put your arm around 		    me or hold my hand when we're talking?

	5.  Why does it mean so much to me?



Exercise 3      	Fault Finding



Prayer:  Father, I come to You this day with love and 
yearning.  I want to be better at our marriage.  I need 
Your help so that I can be all You hope me to be as 
a husband/wife.  Fill me with Your ambitions for me and us.
I ask this through Jesus, my brother.  Amen.


Directions:

A.  Carefully choose the answers.  Don't rush.  Merely circle what first pops to mind in questions 1 and 2.
In questions 3 - 4 pour out your heart to your spouse.

B.  Exchange your responses with your spouse with a tender 
hug and kiss.

C.  Don't just read answers. Try to get inside your beloved
through his/her answers.


1.  I most frequently criticize my spouse concerning (circle
    two):

	a.  money
	b.  the house
	c.  not understanding me
	d.  conduct with others
	e.  not paying attention to me
	f.  his/her way of handling the kids
	g.  appearance
	h.  friends
	i.  sex
	j.  relatives
	k.  activities
	l.  religion
	m.  putting job first
	n.  sleep
	o.  hobbies
	p.  eating habits
	q.  shopping
	r.  time


2.  When my spouse criticizes me, my reaction is to (circle
    one):

	a.  defend myself
	b.  ignore it
	c.  get angry
	d.  withdraw
	e.  get back
	f.  be hurt
	g.  try to change

3.  I am hurt the most when my spouse criticizes me about
    (explain what it is and why it hurts so much)...
    Write answers on a separate page, exchange papers with your spouse and discuss.

4.  Why is it so easy for me to find fault with you and so
    difficult to see your good points?



Exercise 4     Criticism and Sex



Prayer:  Father, You are so good and loving to me.  Help me 
not to be defensive in answering these questions.  Let me  
look at myself honestly and openly and be most revelatory in
my responses.  Help me to realize just what a gift my 
honesty will be to my spouse.  I ask this in Jesus' name.


Directions:

Just answer the questions as they are.  Please do not try to
excuse yourself or put the blame on your spouse.    In your answers simply  talk about the way you criticize and the effect it has on your and your spouse's sexual desire .  As you exchange spend some time holding each other and getting closer.

In talking together, try to get across your awareness of
your beloved's pain at your criticism.


1.  Where do you criticize your spouse most?

2.  How does that criticism affect your sexual desire?

3.  How does it affect your spouse's sexual desire?

4.  Why do you criticize your spouse that way?



Exercise 5     Level of Sexuality



Prayer:  Father, You have given us these beloved children of 
Yours.  What a gorgeous gift!  You speak to us so often
through them.  They are angels - "messengers from You" to us.  Let me really hear what You are telling me, through them, about our sexual responsiveness to one another.  They can help me so much.  I ask this through Christ Your Son.  Amen.


Directions:

Rate yourself on a scale of 1-10 in the questions below.
1 is low and 10 is high.  Getting along well with one 
another and being pleased with one another generally would
rate a 4 or 5.  A 9 would be to normally be in the same type 
of relationship with one another you had when you were 
dating.

In the answers which call for an explanation don't put down
what you perceive as the spouses attitude and faults or where they have to change but answer for self.

When you exchange with your spouse be tender and caring.
Listen to what she/he has to say.  Be more concerned with
understanding than being understood.

1.  If your children were to evaluate you personally 
sexually and your sexual relationship on a scale of 1 -
10 what would their answer be to each 


2.  Explain each fully.

3.  How do you rate yourself sexually on a scale of 1 - 10.

4.  Explain.

5.  Rate your sexual relationship on a scale of 1 - 10?

6.  Explain.



Exercise 6     Sexual Awareness



Prayer:  Father, What a wonderful gift You have given me in my sexuality.  It was so good of You to do that for me.  Help me to rejoice in my sexuality the way You do.  I want to appreciate it as a grace and power You have given me to put Your joy and happiness in my spouse's life. I ask this through Jesus our Saviour.


Directions:  


Spend time on your answers.  These are life long questions.  The fuller your answer the greater the gift to your husband/wife.

Hand your answers to your spouse with great tenderness.  You are not the mailman.  Deliver this with warmth and love.

Take time to talk over your answers thoroughly.  It may take several days or a week to internalize the full dimensions of what your beloved is revealing to you.  Treasure that gift and ponder it in your heart.


1.  What are your dreams about a) your sexuality, b) your 
    sexual relationship?

2.  What are your concerns and fears about a) your 
    sexuality, b) your sexual relationship?

3.  How much are you affected in a) your sexuality, b)
    your sexual relationship, by your concerns, fears?

4.  What are your spouse's sexual dreams and hopes?.

5.  What are your spouse's sexual concerns, fears?

6.  How much is your spouse affected by his/her fears and 
    concerns?

7.  What do you want for your children which was denied 
    you sexually?



Exercise 7     Sexual Hopes

Prayer:  Father, You have made me in Your image and likeness.  You want much more for me than I could ever dream of for myself.  Help me to open up to the possibilities You have placed within me.  Let me dream as mighty dreams, for myself as You do for me.  I ask this through our Lord Jesus.


Directions:

Answer for yourself.  We are so brainwashed about sex in our society that we tend to take our ideals about sex and sexuality from general attitudes which put the focus on the physical, youth, the act, etc.  Have your own ideals.

In exchanging try to draw the goodness of the other into you, in the very exchange, even before reading.


1.  If my fairy godmother were to appear and tell me I could 
    have three wishes about sex and sexuality, what 
    would they be, for me?

2.  for you.

3.  for us.



Exercise 8     Sexuality of Your Children



Prayer:  Father, I come to You with these precious sons and daughters of Yours whom You have made ours.  Their sexuality is such a gift.  Help me to treasure that grace of Yours in them.  Let me not be fearful and cautious about their sexuality but celebratory.  Give me Your mindset and attitude toward their masculinity/femininity.  I ask this in Jesus' name.  Amen.


Directions:

Exchange with your spouse, very conscious that each child is a loving gift to you from her/him.

We are likely to be afraid of what might happen to the most obviously sexual child and want to tone it down.  Rather we should be concerned about the least sexual child and look to draw their sexuality out more. 


1.  Do you talk to your children about (not their sex) but  
    your sexual love for one another?

    List each child
    How often?
    In what depth?

2.  Do your children ever talk to you about your sexual
    relationship?

    List each child
    How often?
    In what depth?

3.  How can you, your spouse, the 2 of you include your children more in your sexual love?

4.  How masculine, feminine are your children with you,
    your spouse, the 2 of you?

5.  Describe the sexual characteristics of each child which
    remind you of your spouse, yourself.



Exercise 9     Sexual Memories



Prayer:  Father, Your Son left us as his most urgent desire "Do this in memory of me."  We are creating right now life-long memories in those children of yours.  Help me to make sexual memories of me and us most vibrant in their hearts.  Let me allow my sexuality be the most obvious thing about me to them.  I ask this through Jesus the Lord.


Directions:

Have a picture of each child in front of you as you write.  Build up all your affection for each child as you write about her/him.

As you exchange with your spouse each should have the children very much in the forefront of his/her consciousness.

In talking, recognize this topic is out of the ordinary.  So you will be a bit tentative.  Stick with it.  The rewards are worth it.


1.  What do you think will be the fondest sexual memories
    your children will have of the 2 of you?  List the name of each child.  Then answer for each.

2.  How do you imagine your children will describe your
    sexual relationship to their children 20 years from now?

    List each child.

3.  What could you, your spouse, the 2 of you, do to build 
    more pleasurable memories in the area for your children?



Exercise 10     Need to Love



Prayer: You know, Father how much I desire to be fully loved.  This is such a deep seated need in me.  You know that very well since you planted it in me Yourself.  This is the way You made me, so You should be very sympathetic to my desire.  I ask You this through Your dear Son, Christ the Lord.


Sharing Question 

A.	How are we meeting our needs-most especially our need 		to be loved?

B.	List the 10 areas where you spend most of your time,
	energy and money.

	For example:  your job might be Number One on your 		list.  If you're also going to school, you might put 		down school as the second.  If you exercise regularly, 	you might put down running, swimming, weight lifting, 		etc., third.  Or you might say: shopping, dancing, 		children, visiting with the family, praying, watching 		television, parish, TV, organizations, friends.

	What are the things you do every day and almost every
	week?  These are your priorities in life.

C.	Then go back through your list and put F next to those
	activities which are building your relationship with
	your spouse.  (Don't just say, "My exercise helps my
	relationship with my spouse because then I'm in a
	better mood at home." Or, "My TV watching for three 
	hours every night helps my relationship with my family
	because I'm not arguing with my spouse at that time.")
	Be honest about the amount of time you actually spend 		in intimate conversation with your family members.

	Examine how much of your time is spent each week in
	contact with your spouse.  How frequently do you
	remember them in your thoughts or prayers?  How much of
	your time do you spend with them when you are home?

D.	Evaluate your list.  How many of your activities are
	relationship oriented?  Put an L next to those things
	that fill your basic need to give love and receive it.

E.	What does this tell you about yourself and what you 
	value?

	Example:  This may show you are very people-oriented.
	Almost everything you do involved close relationships.
	But you may notice that very little of your time is
	spent on spousal relationships.  Perhaps you've given
	up on him/her and focus on children.

	Or this may show you that you are essentially a task-
	oriented person.  You are very busy, doing many good
	things, and you don't have time for intimacy.

	Perhaps you're a future oriented person who is post-		poning involvement with spouse until after you have
	success on your job.

	Perhaps you're a person who has been disappointed in 
	love and haven't had the heart to begin again--or
	you don't know where to begin.

F.	Just write down how you see yourself. There are no
	right or wrong answers.  This is simply an honest self-
	evaluation.  How do you see yourself meeting your need
	to love and be loved by others?



Exercise 11     Communication



Prayer: Marriage is wonderful.  You have brought the two of us together.  I realize, Father, that the delight of our marriage, the level of closeness we are able to achieve with one another is very much determined by our level of communication.  Help me to be better at this, to be more open to my spouse.  Jesus is asking this of You for me.  Amen.


Direction: In this exercise we will be looking at communications of personhood and identifying ways in which each of us measure the quality of our inter-personal communication as a sign of how well we are building our relationship.
	First, there is an explanation of different levels of communication - A-E.  Use those to help you answer the personal questions that follow.

A.	What have you been talking about with your spouse?

	1.	Take a few minutes now and reflect on the topics
		you have talked about with your spouse in the 
		past 48 hours.

	2.	Write down the topics of conversation.


B.	There are many levels of communication.  As we go 
	through the various levels identify which level of
	communication you were using for each of the topics you
	listed.  Write a (1) next to the topic for the first 		level, a (2) the second level, etc.
	Here are the levels:

	A.	Talk about things not related to either of us.

		a.	Weather, TV programs , news of world.

		b.	Cliches:  "How was your day today?" "What did
			you do today?"  (We don't really want to know
			the answers or have only a passing interest.)

	B.	Talk about others.

		a.	Gossip.

		b.	News and information about friends.  (Maria
			Acitelli is getting married.  John just
			bought a new car.)

	C.	Talk about things about myself.

		a.	What happened to me at work today.

		b.	My shopping trip with my mother last 
			Saturday.  (Where we went, what we bought,
			what we spent, the crowd).

		c.	The telephone conversation I had with 
			someone else.

		d.	The fight I had with one of our children.

	D.	Talk about things about you, reaching our beyond
		myself a bit.

		a.	A compliment about something worn or a job
			well done.

		b.	Discussion about an interest of yours.

	E.	Talk about things about us--discuss ideas and
		judgments.

		a.	When we are together the time flies by
			quickly.  I really enjoy your company
			because you have such a great sense of humor.

		b.	I like to go shopping with you because you 
			make decisions quickly and we don't waste a
			lot of time in the store.

		c.	I find it difficult to get along with you, 				lately.  I'm not sure whose fault it is, but 			when we are together doing______, I'm very 				uncomfortable and up tight.

	The quality of our communications is high when we can
	talk about "us-topics," in the present moment, and
	share our feelings.  Our relationships will grow and
	deepen when we have someone with whom we can share and
	be shared with.


1.	What have you talked about in the last 48 hours to your
	spouse?

	Topic Discussed			Rate Level A - E

2.	Write a letter to your spouse in which you share your
	current feelings about a topic you know is of strong
	mutual interest; one you have avoided because you don't
	know how it would be received by your spouse.

3.	How did I feel as I wrote this letter?



Exercise 12     Personality Type



Prayer: I am a very unique type of person.  You had a lot to do with that, Father.  After all, you made me in You image and likeness.  Of course, I've added my own touches to your creation.  Help me to see what I'm really like, the beauty of it and the flaws.  I want to be truly honest with myself.  Jesus will ask this of You for me.  Amen.


A.  With each Personality Style listed below rate yourself
on the degree to which it describes your dominant pattern of behavior.  If it is exactly like you, give it a 10.  If it 
is nothing like you at all, give it a 1.  On a scale of 1 to 10, rate yourself according to each of the Personality Styles listed.

Rating

_____ 1.  Director of the Action
	-accepts challenge, takes authority, likes power,
	thrives on competition, doesn't like controls or super-
	vision, likes new activities, adventurous, idea person,
	seeks affirmation, high strung, gives direct answers,
	presents herself/himself with confidence.

_____ 2. People Pleaser

	-people person, likes to be accepted by others, 
	presents himself/herself well, can motivate others,
	entertains people, likes to help others, likes being 
	part of a group, popular, can get along with a lot of
	different groups of people, easy going, flexible,
	generates enthusiasm, can help build group 				cohesiveness.

_____ 3.  The Person Others Can Count On

	-consistent and reasonable predictable, patient, what
	he/she does is done well, loyal, listens to others well
	and a lot, can calm people down, get a lot done quietly
	in the background, doesn't like to be in unpredictable
	situations, needs to get credit from people he/she
	respects, for work well done, wants to help the group 		he/she cares about, likes guidelines.

_____ 4.  The Concise and Competent Person

	-a detail person who wants to know what is expected 
	and restricted, very exact, diplomatic with others,
	accurate, looks carefully and thinks things through,
	sees the inconsistencies, doesn't raise flack, a 
	follower who is loyal and competent rather than a front
	runner or decision maker, needs reassurance, wants to 
	be part of a group and do something to help them, 
	respects people for their accomplishments, avoids
	conflict and personal confrontation at all costs.

_____ 5.  The Free Spirit

	-likes the unusual, likes change, can be too critical
	at times, gets bored, can be moody, assertive, likes
	to be influential, likes results he/she can see, looks 	for perfection, acts on impulse, doesn't like rules, 
	regulations and commitment, looks cool and confident,
	sometimes comes off as blunt, creative, pace setter.

_____ 6.  The Tight Rope Walker

	-likes affection, supportive, good listener, friendly,
	willing to help, organizer, loyal and understanding,
	would do something for someone else she/he would do for
	self, hates conflict and tension between people who
	care about one another, promotes toleration, extremely
	kind, smooths things over between people, somewhat in-
	dependent but wants to belong to others.

_____ 7.  The Precision Person

	-wants to do things the right way, cautious, precise
	and perfectionist, under pressure becomes a diplomat,
	willing to make sure of self, needs reassurance and
	personal attention, finds it difficult to accept
	compliments, very conscientious, likes quality and 
	exactness, looks for security and predictability.

_____ 8.  The Helping Person

	-likes to help others solve their problems, affection-
	ate and empathetic, helps people feel good about
	themselves, warm and understanding, doesn't push them-
	selves or their ideas and solutions to problems on 
	others, can let people "bleed" them rather than
	confront these people to produce or accomplish,
	doesn't often set or meet realistic guidelines, overre-
	acts to real and "imagined" criticism, need compliments
	and celebrations of success, many friendships, easily
	hurt, open to intimacy with many.

_____ 9.  Make it Happen Person

	-intense, personally good, high expectations of them-
	selves and others, trouble submitting herself/himself
	to other's goals, works hard to produce results, a doer
	rather than delegator, willing to face success or
	failure, wants rewards and compensations equal to their
	effort, seeks leadership, independent, easily annoyed 
	by people who whine or give excuses for failure, finds
	it hard to compromise.

_____ 10.  Person Who Helps Others Dream

	-excellent in motivating and influencing others' think-
	ing, can sell an idea or dream, projects strength and
	power, can leave people with an afterthought of having
	been controlled or manipulated, befriends people who
	need it, leads people who need it, takes care of people
	who need security, people can love and be attracted to
	them but sometimes can wonder if they're being used,
	under pressure they can become belligerent and use any
	means to justify the ends.

_____ 11.  The Thinking Person

	-won't get involved in conflict, always uses his/her
	head, looks at facts and comes to rational choice,
	doesn't jump into anything without facts, even though
	they are intuitive, can love and fight, willing to
	offer what they know to help others, likes peaceful
	environment, looks for "right" answers, finds it hard
	to acknowledge mistakes.

_____ 12.  The Promoter-Politican
	
	-must be accepted by others and be popular, strong
	verbalization skills, jovial, praises people a lot,
	relieves tension between people, creates enthusiasm,
	optimistic sentimental, willing to do lots of favors,
	accepts others, very social and outgoing.

B.	Which of these styles comes closes to describing your 		behavior?


C.	Give some details to describe how you act, wearing this 	personality style.

D.	How do you feel now, knowing that your style can interfere with forming intimate relationships?



Exercise 13     Sexual Formation



Prayer: My parents are important to me, Father.  They have had such an influence upon me.  I don't always like the results.  Help me to forgive them.  Let me let their failure go so that I can get on with my life.  I struggle so much with this that I am sending Your beloved Son, Jesus to intercede for me.  Amen.


1.	When did you get your first information about sex and
	sexuality?

	_____  In my early years (5,6,7)
	_____  In my middle years (8,9,10)
	_____  In my adolescence (11.12,13)
	_____  As a teenager
	_____  Other (specify: ___________________)

2.	What did you learn?

3.	Where did you get this information?  Mark it with a C, 	for childhood.  Then go back over the list and mark it 	with the letter A, for what you learned as an adult.

	_____ mother				_____ popular music
	_____ father				_____ movies
	_____ brothers and sisters	_____ TV
	_____ grandparent			_____ magazines/books
	_____ friend				_____ school classes
	_____ teacher				_____ church retreat
	_____ priest/sister			_____ locker room
	_____ Other ______________
			    (specify)

4.	Imagine you are at the family dinner table today and
	your whole family is present.  You ask a question about
	sex.  How would your family react?  (Be specific about
	each member of your family.  How would each react?)
	
	Name			Reaction

5.	What does this tell you about your family's attitudes
	about sex and sexuality?  Have their attitudes changed
	since you were a child?

6.	How have your attitudes about sex and sexuality been
	affected by:

	a)  Society
	b)  Friends
	c)  Church
	d)  Family



Exercise 14     Qualities of Spouse



Prayer: Help me to really internalize all the wonderful qualities my spouse has.  I often take his/her goodness for granted and look for other things.  You know, Father, I do that much too frequently.  That is not good for us and it certainly isn't appreciating what You have done for me.  Let me change.  I ask this through Christ Our Lord.  Amen.


1.	A true spouse has the following characteristics.  		Describe how yours has them: (Check the ones that most 	apply to your spouse and then spell out in full detail 	how you experience him/her doing this for you.)

	a.	lays down his/her life for you
	b.	really knows you.
	c.	loves unconditionally.
	d.	is available for counsel.
	e.	speaks the truth.
	f.	supports and encourages
	g.	is sensitive to your emotional state.
	h.	is loyal.
	i.	reveals to you who you are.
	j.	challenges you to grow.
	k.	models God's love for you.

2.	How often do you personally tell him/her about these 		characteristics?  Explain.



Exercise 15     Attitudes About Gift of Sexuality



Prayer: Father, tell me why I am not completely at ease with my sexuality.  After all, I'm a big boy/girl now.  I should be really in charge of it now.  Yet so often, Father, I'm tentative, discouraged, self rejecting in this area.  Take me beyond myself and give me Your attitude toward my sexuality.  Jesus, himself is bringing my petition to You.  Amen.


1.	The gift of sexuality in marriage includes:  hugging,
	touching, teasing, working, playing, praying, sharing
	faith, and sharing feelings with another person.  Some
	of my attitudes about using my gift of sexuality in
	marriage are: (Check any attitudes which describe you.)

	_____  afraid I'll be misjudged
	_____  I frequently use my Gift of Sexuality
	_____  I'm cautious because I fear I'll lose control
		  of myself
	_____  I don't know how without creating genital 
		  involvement
	_____  "nice" people don't use sexuality
	_____  I'm too shy
	_____  It's a lot of fun
	_____  Spouse would think I was crazy if I hugged 
		  him/her
	_____  Other ___________________________________

2.	Explain those you checked.

3.	What is my greatest sexual gift and how do I use it 		with my spouse?




Exercise 16     Barriers to Belonging



Prayer: What a great gift You have given me in the Sacrament of Matrimony.  What a blessing!  I raise to You a constant and heartfelt thank You.  It is so wonderful to be married to my beloved.  You certainly outdid Yourself when You created her/him.  Let me be worthy of my beloved.  Let me not hold anything back.  He/she deserves all of me.  I send Jesus to You with my request.  Amen.


1.	Go through the items listed below.  Put a checkmark 		next to any item which applies.

_____  Postponing decision to practice my sexuality
_____  Easily annoyed or embarrassed by spouse
_____  Critical of spouse
_____  Bored and disinterested with spouse
_____  Uncomfortable or disagree with spouse's position on:
	_____ Birth Control
	_____ Money
	_____ In-Laws
	_____ Politics
	_____ Discipline of Children
	_____ Other _________________________________________
				         (specify)
_____  Gossip about spouse (family, friends, priests,
	  sisters).
_____  Prejudiced against spouse.
_____  Believe the spouse has no right to tell me what to 		  do.
_____  See myself as more progressive than the spouse.
_____  Fear being different from my friends so I keep my
	  mouth shut on love of spouse.
_____  Resist deep involvement with my spouse.
_____  Consider my money to be mine alone.
_____  Ignore any principles of spouse.
_____  Accept criticisms of spouse I hear from outsiders.

2.	Take the three most influential ones and give a full 		explanation.




Exercise 17     	HURTS



Prayer: Father, You made me flesh and blood so You know very well that I can be hurt.  I hate to think about them.  They are so terribly painful.  They make me so much less that I want to be.  My only answer is to turn to You.  Only You can help me with them and do something significant about them.  Help.  Jesus is coming to You with my petition.  Amen.


1.	What member of my family has caused me the hurt for
	which I currently need healing?  Is it my father who
	insults me frequently because I don't have what he 		calls a decent job?  My mother who criticizes the way 
	I clean (or don't clean) my house?  My younger brother 	who is messing up his life with drugs and alcohol and 		won't listen to me?  My sister who refuses to talk to 		me because she doesn't approve of my choice of friends?
	My spouse who won't listen to me or says "No"?

2	Do I wish I had a stronger relationship with
	my spouse?  Why don't I?

3.	When do I avoid talking to___?

4.	Does he/she frequently give me unsought 
	advice about how I should lead my life?

4.	Are there policies of the church which offend me?  For
	example:  birth control, abortion, divorce, ordination 	of women priests, sexism, racism, etc...



Exercise 18     Forgiveness



Prayer: This is an area at which You are best, Father.  You have forgiven me time and again.  I thank You so much for You constant mercy.  Help me to be a woman/man after Your own heart.  Give me some of Your power to forgive.  I often find that so hard to do, especially when I have been hurt.  Take me beyond my limitations.  I ask this through Jesus, my brother and Your Son.  Amen.


1.	In what area, am I most called to grant forgiveness at 		this time?

2.	Write on the Question:

	a.	This is the person who has hurt you.

	b.	Briefly describe the incident which caused the 
		hurt and how you are feeling the hurt right now.

	c.	Describe your behavior relative to this person
		since you were hurt.

	d.	Write where you are with forgiveness for him/her,
		on a scale of 1 to 10, with 10 as the maximum.

	e.	Write what is holding you back from being able to
		completely forgive the person.



Exercise 19     Level of Sexual Desire



Prayer:  Father, How much you love me in the fulness of my being.  You love me specifically as a man/woman.  Sometimes I don't allow you to love me that way.  I hide my sexuality, when I am with you or think about you.  Free me from this limitation.  Let me be my full self when I am with you.  I ask this through your son Jesus.

Directions:

There can be a temptation, in questions like these, to answer from the head rather than from the heart.  The more personal details and life experiences you include, the more real your answers will be.

Hold each others hands gently for a while in the exchange and then kiss each hand tenderly.

In talking together, try to be as personal as possible, wanting to infuse each other with your mutual sexual awareness.


1.	Describe your sexual desire for each other now?  Be 		authentic.  If it is low, right now, say so.
	What feelings do you experience as you answer this?

2.	Does your sexual desire have anything to do with your 		spirituality as a couple?  Explain.

3.	The Church calls you to a constant, vibrant, passionate 	life of sexual desire.  What is your reaction to that 		statement?

4.	When are you most aware of your spouse's sexual desire 	for you, aside from the times of making love?

5.	What do you do to increase your sexual desire?



Exercise 20     God's Plan for Sexuality



Prayer:  Father, Let me just praise You at this time.  I want to celebrate You in Yourself and shout out with the angels and saints.  I join in their chorus of hosanna to You.  You are my God the foundation of my existence, the center of my being.  Fill me with a sense of total wonder in You.


Directions:

The danger in answering these questions is that we can become too churchy. Because the questions include Jesus and Church, we tend to shy away from the real.  That is why the word sexual is repeated so often to bring you back on target.

In exchanging, be specially affectionate with one another so as to emphasize that this is about flesh and blood not denatured spirit.


1.	The way you choose to love and live with each other 		sexually is a sign of Christ's love for us, His Body, 		the Church.  How does that make me feel?

2.	How passionate would your fellow parishioners, the ones 	to whom you are closest, describe you to be?  How does 	your answer affect you?

3.	What would deepen your sexual relationship with one 		another?



Exercise 21     	CHANGES



Prayer: Father, dear, You know I really want to be good at our marriage.  I do take it very seriously.  This is Your call to me and it is very important that I live up to the potential to love which You have placed in me.  Help me to look at myself with great sincerity so that I can be more for the beloved spouse whom You have given me.  I ask this thru Jesus the Lord.


Directions: Answer the following questions in terms of your relationship to your husband/wife.


1.	My goal is to love you totally with no reservations.
	Describe what that means to me.

2.	What holds me back from this totality?

3.	The following are important to you. The ones I most
	need to improve are: (check all that apply)

	___ Listen to you
	___ Not holding grudges
	___ Reconciling
	___ Non verbal communication
	___ Telling you what is going on inside me
	___ How we fight
	___ Letting you be you
	___ My priorities
	___ My moods
	___ My hopes
	___ Other

4.	Take two you have checked in number 3 and explain
	fully.

5.	How can we make our love more visible to our children?



Exercise 22     Member of the Faithful



Prayer: Have I ever thanked You, Father, for calling me to be a Catholic?  I know I complain, sometimes, because we are not a perfect Church.  But really, how wonderful of You to bond me to Your Son, through his people.  I send Your Son to You, in my name, to plead with You to make me more grateful for being Catholic.  Amen.


1.	Describe myself as a Catholic by checking those that
	apply to me
	a.  ___ docile
	b.  ___ rebellious
	c.  ___ maturing
	d.  ___ forgotten
	e.  ___ does my duty
	f.  ___ involved
	g.  ___ distant
	h.  ___ fervent
	i.  ___ private
	j.  ___ a prodigal
	k.  ___ indifferent
	l.  ___ one who wants to know more about us
	m.  ___ dedicated
	n.  ___ active in the parish

2.	How do I remember growing up Catholic?  (For converts
	the question is : What are my earliest memories of
	Catholics?)

3.	What do I/we most bring to our parish?

4.	How visible am I as a Catholic? (at work, in the
	neighborhood, with my children, in the parish, at
	parties)

5.	Would the quality of life in our parish 
	deteriorate, if we moved?  Explain.

6.	Describe my hopes for our parish.

7.	How can we bring them about?



Exercise 23     Planning and Working Together



Prayer: You are so good to me, Father, and have been, right from the first moment of my life.  I just want to savor that goodness of Yours and what I mean to You.  How can I ever thank You enough for the relentless love with which You have pursued me, day after day?  You have just never quit loving me.  Let Your beloved Son speak my gratitude for me.



1.	How well do we think ahead together?

2.	How well do we cooperate with one another?

3.	Do I put roles on men and women?  Why?

4.	What bothers me about my spouse in: (Check those that 		apply)

	Manners			Money			Family
	Clothes			Work				Friends
	Language			Education			Habits
	Other
	Explain.



Exercise 24     Patterns Between Us



Prayer: Here I am again, Your beloved child.  My need, right at this time, Father, is to be honest and gentle , at the same time.  This is difficult for me and I need You to help me so that I can be more than I would ever be by myself.  Give me Your tenderness in which to wrap my openness.  I send my brother Christ to bring You my petition.



1.	Do we fight?  About what?

2.	Do I lie?

3.	Does he/she lie to me?  Why?

4.	Am I jealous?  Of what?

5.	Is he/she jealous of me?  Of what?

6.	Am I a nagger?

7.	Does he/she nag?

8.	Am I impolite?

9.	Is she/he impolite?

10.	How often am I bored?

11.	Do I trust someone else more than he/she, at least, in
	some areas?

12.	Am I indifferent?

13.  Take the answer that reveals the greatest friction
	between the two of you and talk about what to do.



Exercise 25     Sex and Sexuality



Prayer: You have made me sexual.  What an incredible gift that is, Father!  But sometimes, it puzzles and confuses me.  I'm not always comfortable with my sexuality and that of my husband/wife.  I don't even know why, all the time.  Relax me, put me at ease here.  Jesus asks You this in my name.  Amen


1.	Describe what specifically about my partner I find most
	physically attractive?  Be complete.

2.	Do I have fears and frustrations about sex?

3.	Am I at ease being nude with my Husband/wife?

4.	What would I find unacceptable in our sexual
	experience?

5.	How frequently do I want to make love?  How frequently
	do you want to make love?  If there is a difference,
	what will we do?

6.	When is our sex most enjoyable?  Describe.

7.	When sex doesn't click for us on occasion, what do I
	do?

8.	The sexual atmosphere which most turns me on is:



Exercise 26     Sexual Topics



Prayer: Tell me, Father, how my manliness/womanliness appears in Your eyes.  What most pleases You about the sexuality You have given to me?  Let me experience Your pleasure for us when we make love.  Help me to truly believe that our sexual experience is a delight to You.  This is so important to me that Jesus is begging You.  Amen.

1.	Pick something about sex, which I think we need to talk 	over?

2.	What specifically about me do I find physically
	attractive?

3.	My usual attitude toward sex is that it is: nice, 		dirty, exciting, boring, sometimes fearful, enjoyable, 	necessary, helpful, healing, important for closeness.  	(Circle any that apply and explain.)

4.	What, if any, sexual acts between us do I consider 		immoral or distasteful?

5.	What does our sex mean to me?



Exercise 27    Our Commitment



Prayer: What a wonderful Father You are.  It is so good to be free to come to You, at any time, and to know that You care and are completely open to me.  How secure I feel when I think of being with You and how You are always in my corner, wanting the best for me.  Let Your Son express this better for me.  Amen.



Directions:  Answer the following questions in terms of your spouse.


1.	How intense is my commitment to you, today?

2.	How does my answer make me feel?

3.	What does the thought of completely dedicating myself
	to you, do to me?

4.	When I am not fully involved with you, the reason is:



Exercise 28     Decisions in Marriage



Prayer: I just want to be close to You, at this moment, just taking a little time simply to be in Your presence and soak You in.  I don't do this enough, Father, so let me make the most of this.  You are here with me and I see You smiling.  How wonderful.  Imbed this moment in my memory.  I ask this in the name of Jesus.  Amen.



1.	Relationship to each other:

	a.	How much does your enjoyment enter into my daily
		thoughts?

	b.	If we have different ideas, how do we usually
		decide?

	c.	Compared to my spouse, how often am I the first to
		say: " I am sorry."?  How does my answer make me
		feel?

2.	Relationship to others:

	a.	What is my/your relationship with your parents?

	b.	What is my/your relationship with my parents?

	c.	Where do I/you stand with our children?  Am I,
		are you, equally involved?

	d.	Am I open to more life?  Are You?

	e.	Our friends: yours, mine, ours?

3.	Relationship to God:

	a.	Describe the times you have led me closer to God.  		Explain.

	b.	When do I pray best?

	c.	How involved am I in the Church?

	d.	When do you pray best?

	e.	How involved are you in the Church?

4.	Everyday life together:

	a.	Make out a schedule of how I spend my waking
		hours:

	b.	Make out a schedule of how your spouse spends
		his/ her waking hours

	c.	Look at the schedules each of you have made out 			and talk over the different perceptions each of 			you has.

	d.	How much of our time is for us?

	e. 	Do the same for weekends

	f.	If both of us work, what does it cost in "us"
		time?

	g.	If I/you cut down work hours, what would it do for
		us?

	h.	List six expenditures we could eliminate.  If we
		did, could we work less hours?



Exercise 29     	SELF



Prayer: Father.  How grand to be able to call You Father.  I'm going to be looking at myself.  It's not possible to do that without You.  So much of You is in me.  I really am Your daughter/son.  What a fantastic reality that is.  I ask Jesus to plead with You to help me make that fully real to me.  Amen.



1.	Give a full explanation of the kind of person I am.

2.	Am I pleased with the me I see?

3.	What do I believe others think of me?

4.	In what ways am I hard to live with?

5.	What makes it easy for you to live with me?



Exercise 30     	ME AND YOU



Prayer: Father, sometimes You must laugh at me and shake Your head.  You know how badly I wanted to get married.  Now, there are times I complain to you a lot.  Or, at least, I've let some of the magic go out of our love.  I need to build up my appreciation for the loved one You have given me.  I send You this request, through Christ, Our Lord.  Amen.


1.	Describe our high points as a couple.

2.	When have I been in the dumps about us?

3.	Where do we most agree?

4.	Where do we most disagree?

5.	How am I most like you?
	Explain.

6.	How am I most different from you?
	Explain.



Exercise 31     Openness in Communication



Prayer: Look with compassion upon me.  Let Your love for me well in Your heart, Father.  I need to feel the tenderness You have for me.  Quiet my soul, unclutter my mind so that I can hear the love which You are speaking to me.  Let me listen to You with all the attentiveness possible.  Jesus brings You this plea.  Amen



Directions: These questions are to be directed toward the spouse.


1.	What about me do I find it most difficult to talk  		about personally with you?

2.	What do I least like to talk about to you about?  Check 	off any that fit your reluctance.

	 1.  Money
	 2.  The future
	 3.  Sex
	 4.  Size of family
	 5.  The Church
	 6.  Your/my family
	 7.  Alcohol
	 8.  My/your work
	 9.  Security
	10.  Your/my personal habits
	11.  Children's discipline/education

3.	Write in detail on each one checked, starting with the 	most serious reluctance.

4.	It is nicest to be with you when:

5.	I am edgy in your company when:



Exercise 32     At Our Best



Prayer: I know You love me, Father.  You have been so good to me all my life.  It is hard, though, for me to realize that my love for You makes all that much difference.  Tell me now why my love is important to You.  You have to tell me, otherwise, I won't believe it.  I am sending Jesus to You to ask this for me.  Amen.



Virtue:	To be life-giving...to call ourselves and others 
		to a fuller life...to give joy...to be honest and
		to bear witness to a Christian life.

Vice:	To be selfish, indifferent, unwilling to be
		responsible for the effect of our lives on others.


1.	How much do I think about being a Gospel type person?

2.	How much do we talk to one another about conscience?

3.	Are we life giving to one another sexually?  Explain.
	This question refers to what we do for one another and 	to bringing forth children.

5.	How much joy do I bring to my/your parents?

6.	Describe the times I have most fulfilled you in
	the last three days.



Exercise 33 - 		SEX AGAIN



Prayer: I'm not always too sure that I should be talking that much to You about sex.  It's not, Father, that I think You're not interested but I wonder whether You think other things are more important.  Give me Your eagerness for our sexual love.  You really need to make me believe this is so important to You.  Christ seeks this from You for me.  Amen.



1.	When I hear the word sex, I think of:  (Check as many
	as are appropriate)

___ warmth				___ unity
___ nestling				___ romance
___ being needed			___ duty
___ closeness				___ the physical act
___ God					___ gentleness
___ Being responded to		___ being yours
___ responding				___ being used
___ being controlled		___ communion
___ pregnancy				___ pleasure
___ communication			___ other
___ reverence			

Explain those you checked.

2.	When we talk about sex, I usually:  (Check one or more)

___ am not sure I want to get into it
___ am uncomfortable
___ don't like to
___ am pleased
___ other
___ don't think it will change anything
___ think we've talked enough
___ pass it off
___ let spouse take the lead
___ don't intend to change

Explain.



Exercise 34     	PRIORITIES



Prayer: You have made it very evident to me, Father, that love is what my life is all about.  My life gets very busy.  The chores overwhelm me at times and I am not always clear sighted about what is important.  My mind is sometimes like a teenager's room.  Straighten me out.  The Lord Jesus is my advocate.  Amen.



1.	Make a list of my priorities in our marriage - put
	down as many as you like.

2.	Take the 3 most important to you and write fully why
	they mean so much.

3. 	What will you have to change in order to accomplish
	these priorities?  How will you?

4.	If your sexual relationship wasn't one of your
	priorities, write about what that means now.



Exercise 35     	MAN/WOMAN



Prayer: This would be a good time for me to say thanks to You for all You do for me.  I'm always, pretty quick, Father to get after You when I need something but once You give it to me, I have something else I want.  Thank You, Thank You, Thank You.  I can't say it enough.  Let Jesus thank You for me.  Amen.



1.  Put an M next to the qualities you consider most typical of men and an F next to the qualities you consider most typical of women.

___ tender				___ punctual
___ aggressive				___ sensitive
___ generous				___ hardworking
___ strong willed			___ sexy
___ possessive				___ emotional
___ business sense			___ giving
___ organized				___ forgiving
___ vengeful				___ understanding
___ communicative			___ in touch with feelings

2.	When you come together, see where you agree and 			disagree.  Talk over where you see your attitudes help 	or interfere with your relationship.

3.	Place a check mark in front of the following statements 	you agree with, even a little bit:

___ Our marriage is a 50/50 proposition.
___ We have a more mature love than we did when younger and 	in love.
___ All marriages need privacy.
___ Men don't fully understand women.
___ It's wrong for a wife to work except in emergencies.
___ It's good for each spouse to have some separate friends
    and activities.
___ His work is most significant to a man's self worth.  
___ Talking personally on a regular basis is essential for
    couples.
___ Most men are not as involved with the children.
___ Women have to have a career for their self esteem.
___ Husband needs his wife's sexual desire for him to truly
    see him as a man.
___ A husband has as much responsibility for raising
    children as a wife.

4.  Ask Yourself:

1.	What does a wife most get out of marriage?

2	What does a wife most bring?

3.	What does a husband most bring?

4.	What does a husband most get out of marriage?

5.	Do your answers reveal role playing?

4. 	Are you raising your children with these same
	attitudes?  Is your spouse?  Be specific.



Exercise 36		Sexual Influences



Prayer: You know, Father, one of the things that is best about You is making Mary, my mother.  It takes my breath away that You could share her with me.  How good of You.  She has been so faithful to me.  I wouldn't know You as well, if it wasn't for her.  Let me appreciate her more.  Let her Son be insistent on this petition for me.  Amen.



1.	Who/what in my life right now most influences me 
	sexually--my spouse; my best friend or friends;
	television talk show hosts; magazines, TV; movies;
	books; articles; priests; my mother; my father, etc.?

2.	How do I see those influences making changes in my
	personal thoughts and behavior?  Positively?  
	Negatively?

3.	How do I see those influences directly affecting my 
	perspective as I respond to my children's questions
	regarding sex?

4.	Name a couple you know whose marital relationship is
	animated and attractive in obvious ways, because of an
	obviously meaningful sexual relationship, one where
	each exhibits a sense of being both lover and beloved.
	List their qualities as a couple which make them
	attractive.

5.	Think about this statement:  The sexual relationship 
	is the most basic activator and motivator of a couple's
	marital well-being and matrimonial spirituality.  Write
	down your response to this statement.  Try to be very
	specific in your analysis.



Exercise 37     Symptoms of Hurt



Prayer: Why did You ever choose us to be married?  When I look at how good my spouse is, I feel he/she deserves so much love, Father.  Help me to truly appreciate their goodness and fill me with Your ambition for my love.  Put me on fire with desire and eagerness.  I send the Lord himself, Your Son to bring You my request.  Amen.



1. Sometimes I am or I feel in my marriage: (Check whatever applies to you, even if only sometimes or in some circumstances.  Place an X where you believe your spouse has that characteristic.)

___ cynical					___ angry
___ cautious					___ sarcastic
___ aggressive					___ callous
___ demanding					___ competitive
___ hypersensitive				___ negative
___ self-protective				___ unyielding
___ cold/distant/indifferent		___ martyred
___ distrusting				___ petty
___ shallow					___ mean
___ easily annoyed				___ revengeful
___ defensive					___ self-centered
___ withdrawn					___ jealous
___ sulky						___ despairing
___ self-righteous				___ apathetic
___ moody						___ critical
___ controlling				___ self-pitying
___ Fearful					___ Judgmental
___ Closed					___ Needy for approval
___ Tense						___ Bored

2. Compare lists and talk about what these symptoms mean to your relationship and the hurt behind them.



Exercise 38     Growing Up Sexually



Prayer:  Didn't You get a great kick out of watching Jesus grow up.  That must have touched Your fatherly heart.  You had a lot of the same feelings for me, Father, when I was a little girl/boy, didn't You?  As I look over my early years, let me see You looking after me.  I ask this, in the name of Jesus, Your Son.



1.	What do you remember about your sexuality growing
	up which was positive?

2.	What do you remember about your sexuality growing
	up which was negative?

	NOTE:  Being a victim of rape, incest, indecent
	exposure, witnessing the sexual activity of someone
	else, graphic sexual fantasy, pornography, etc., are
	not as unlikely a part of a person's history, as we
	would wish.  If incidents of this type are a part of
	your experiences, facing that reality now is a step
	toward healing.  Of course, this does not preclude
	professional help, if there is need.

3.	How do those memories affect you now?

4..	Have you hurt your spouse's sexuality?  Describe fully.

5.	Select one hurt you have inflicted upon your spouse.
	Call him/her to mind.  Write down some of his or her
	good qualities, those elements of their personhood
	which evoke in you feelings of tenderness and
	compassion.  Write a short prayer asking the Lord's
	forgiveness for the sexual hurts you caused this
	person.

6..	Select one sexual hurt you have received from your
	spouse.  Recall his or her goodness and the memories
	you have of moments of closeness and caring with him or
	her.  Write a short prayer asking the Lord's grace to
	lead you to forgive the spouse and to forget
	the memory of the hurt.



Exercise 39    	 Where I am Touchy



Prayer: Sometimes, I wonder whether I'd be better off not taking our marriage so seriously.  Maybe, if I cared less, life would be easier.  I don't really mean that, Father, but I get discouraged, now and then.  Lift me out of this and help me to see how pleased You are with how much I am putting into our love for one another.  Jesus will speak to You for me.  Amen.



Directions: Read the following list of topic areas and put an "X" next to any topic which stirs a reaction in you.  These topics cover a broad range:  family; society; God; church; marriage; politics; etc.

1.	Control by Mom/Dad.

2.	Heavy Criticism

3.	Arguments in home.

4.	Sexual hurts in dating.

5.	A wall flower.  A sense of sexual inequality while 		growing up, in dating, school, or early work 			experience.

6.	Self doubts and puzzlements.  Confusion and fears 
	resulting from inadequate sex information provided
	during my early years.

7.	Early years of marriage.  Confusion and pain resulting
	from inadequate marriage preparation.

8.	Present - recent or current experiences of sexual
	inequalities in society, Church or family.

9.	Church's position teaching on birth control; divorce/
	remarriage; homosexuality.

10.	Take the ones that you have marked with an X and write 	a full description of what is going on inside you.



Exercise 40     	My Children



Prayer: I can never thank You enough for giving us, our children.  There is no greater gift that You could give to anyone.  How much You trust me, Father.  It takes my breath away to realize how much You believe in me.  Let me treat those children as Yours, because they truly are.  I am sending Christ to intercede with You for me.  Amen.



1.	The sexual upheaval in Society, which causes me great 		anxiety as I attempt to train my children to live by 		moral values and principles is:

2.	The sexual attitudes in me that makes me fear for our 		children's sexuality:

3.	In you.
4.	Explain, in full detail, my anxieties and fears.



Exercise 41     	Disillusionment



Prayer: You certainly made a funny kind of daughter/son, when You made me.  I'm like the weather, Father.  You never know what I am going to be like.  I can be sunny one moment and, all of a sudden, cloudy the next.  Let me recognize that You have given me control over my moods, that I don't have to let them dominate me.  I ask this through Christ our Lord.  Amen.



1.	The following is a list of symptoms which indicates 		disillusionment in the intimacy of a relationship.  Put 	an x next to any symptom which you think applies, ever, 	to your relationship with your spouse.  Either on your 	part or that of spouse.

	Now go back and put an xx next to any symptom which you 	think applies, ever, to your relationships with your 		child/children.  If the symptom seems particularly 		applicable to a specific child, write the initial or 		name next to the xx.

___ Sense of being treated as less by other
___ Sense of being made the expert
___ Intimidation - feeling cowed
___ Silent treatment
___ Peace at any price
___ Other has to come out on top
___ Feelings of jealousy - distrusted
___ Feelings of insecurity
___ Being Used
___ Nagging
___ Moody
___ Martyr
___ Indifference to each others problems
___ Fault Finding
___ Loneliness
___ Boredom, indifference
___ Feeling like old sock
___ Arguments
___ A sense of not being listened to
___ A sense of not feeling responded to
___ Teasing with a barb
___ Escapes such as: TV, sports, "headache," alcohol
    organizations and clubs, need to always be with other
    people, reading, cleaning, etc.
___ Tension
___ Hardheartedness
___ Talking about things or third parties
___ Absence of touching
___ Lack of politeness

2.	Which of the problems of disillusionment, which I 		marked in intimacy are most damaging?

3.	Which of the symptoms (marked) is most caused by your 		own behavior?

4.	Where do I have to change so we can be more intimate?

5.	In what ways do these symptoms and my behavior affect
	my sexual relationship with my spouse?



Exercise 42     	Atmosphere



Prayer: Father, I don't praise You enough.  I really do know how wonderful You are, even though I don't express it.  One of the reasons, I am lax in my celebration of Your goodness is because I can't seem to find the words, I get tongue tied.  So I am ask Jesus to find the words for me.  I am sending him to You to offer You my praise.  Amen.



1.	In what atmosphere do I feel most sexually attractive?

2.	In what atmosphere do I feel most desirous of sex?

3.	In what atmosphere do I feel the greatest sexual
	tension?



Exercise 43     	SHARING



Prayer: You made me a good person, Father.  It is important for You to help me realize that.  When I fail, and You know that is too often, it is because I don't see my goodness.  In my heart of hearts, I see myself as ordinary.  That is so wrong, Father.  How could I be ordinary when I am Your son/daughter?  Jesus will tell You how I feel.  Amen.



1.	I find talking about my views with you on the following 	topics range from easy to difficult.  On a scale of 1 		to 10, with high numbers for Easy and low numbers for 		Difficult, mark numbers next to these topics.

Easy 10  9  8  7  6  5  4  3  2  1  Difficult
___ finances				___ goals of our marriage
___ spirituality			___ feelings (my own)
___ God					___ Our/my sexuality
___ Parish				___ Recreation
___ Sickness (my own)		___ House rules
___ my children's sexuality	___ feelings (someone else's)
___ death					___ spending
___ politics				___ work hours



Exercise  44     	The Kind of Me I Am



Prayer: I have to talk to You some more about my opinion of me.  It is not what it should be.  Father, I have to accept what You think of me rather than what I do.  It's hard for me to change this.  You are going to have to help me.  This is a big one.  Let Christ the Lord speak to you, on my behalf.  Amen.


1.	Check as many as apply, even sometimes.  I see myself 		as:
___ Ahead of most people		___ a listener
___ behind most people		___ a quiet type
___ aggressive				___ a gossip  				___ often misunderstood		___ confrontative
___ forgiving				___ romantic
___ manipulative			___ tired
___ strong-willed			___ easily hurt
___ agreeable, permissive	___ inadequate
___ afraid to fight			___ indifferent
___ an independent thinker	___ tired of doing all the
						    listening
___ critical				___ joyful
___ tense					___ complimentary
___ calm, cool, collected	___ dreamer/visionary
___ trusting in myself		___ practical
___ insecure				___ an intellectual
___ confident				___ judgmental
___ tired of doing all the	___ intense
	 talking				___ decisive
___ a dependent person		___ an achiever
___ laid back 				___ a logical thinker
___ unemotional			___ enjoying conversation
___ a good listener			___ honest and sincere
___ affectionate			___ analytical
___ argumentative			___ lonely
___ friendly helper type		___ trusting of others
___ insensitive			___ easy going



Exercise 45         Personal Habits



Prayer: When is the last time I talked to You about Jesus and what he means to me?  He's always there for me, Father.  I don't know what my life would be like without him.  It is simply incredible, how much he loves and cares for me.  Give me some of your special love for him to fill out my own.  I am sending him to You to seek this favor for me.  Amen.



1.	In what ways do you usually express affection:  (e.g.
	hand holding, arm around shoulder, hug when greeting an
	old friend, etc.)?  Do you find physical expression of 
	your feelings difficult?

2.	Do you cry easily?  Do you cry rarely?
	Do you laugh easily?  Do you laugh rarely?
	Do you look into the other person's eyes when you
	speak?  when you listen?

3.	Do you find it easy/difficult to say "I love you"?

4.	Do you think that good communication can take place
	during a disagreement or fight?  Why?  Why not?

5.	When you are hurt, what do you do?  (e.g., sulk,
	express anger, want to talk it out, take it out on
	someone close, withdraw)?

6.	When you know you've hurt someone, what do you do?
	(e.g., blame others, avoid them, want to talk about
	it, hope they'll get over it)?

7.	What barriers do you need to overcome in order to
	communicate fairly and positively during a fight?

8.	Write a letter to your spouse expressing your love and 	affection for him/her.  Relive some memories of special 	closeness with him/her.  Recall some moments of fun, 		pain, fear, joy.  Write all these down.  Thank your 		spouse, this very special person, for specific 			qualities which you see in him/her.  Tell him/her how 		these qualities enrich your life.



Exercise 46     Communicating to the Children



Prayer: Children, children, children.  What a glorious gift.  How could You ever be so good to me!  I do, though need to appreciate them more, in Your name, Father.  They need to feel how much You love them through me.  I sometimes get so involved in doing things for them that I'm not personally present to them.  Forgive me for that.  Let Jesus ask for the forgiveness, I know You will grant me.  Amen.


	Begin to notice how you communicate with your
	child/children.  Notice how your "communication
	behavior" with them reflects the same strengths and
	weaknesses you have in your communication with your
	spouse.  

1.	Put down each child's name.  Rate your communication 		level with each from 1 to 10, with 1 being low and 10 		high.

2.	Identify the source of the level, e.g.. the child is 		most/least like you; most/least like your spouse; the 		child is closest/furtherest from you/your spouse.

3.	Identify similarities between the way you treat each 		child and the way you treat your spouse.



Exercise 47     Being Better



Prayer: I know You want the best for me.  You are the greatest Father in the world and You have the highest hopes and ambitions for me.  Father, a lot of times, I settle for what I think life is all about.  I do my thing.  Help me to do Your thing.  Let me take on Your plans for me.  I am going to send Your Son to speak for me.  Amen.



In the left hand column below, put an (s) next to the behaviors/attitudes which you think you demonstrate regularly toward your spouse; put a (c) next to the behaviors/attitudes which you think you demonstrate regularly toward your child/children.

On the right hand side of each column below, put an (X) next to any behaviors/attitudes which you would like to maintain or improve on, in yourself as a spouse/parent; put an (O) next to any behaviors/attitudes you would like to eliminate in yourself as a spouse/parent.

___ firm/rigid				___ easy-going
___ honest				___ affectionate
___ understanding			___ pushy
___ consistent				___ a good listener
___ generous with my time	___ unsure
___ patient				___ pressured
___ ambitious				___ prayerful
___ fun-loving				___ independent
___ sensitive				___ logical
___ possessive				___ talkative
___ permissive				___ joyful
___ tender				___ protective
___ inconsistent			___ frustrated
___ comforting				___ angry
___ organized				___ trusting
___ forgiving				___ anxious
___ affirming				___ critical
___ sympathetic			___ dutiful
___ pessimistic			___ flexible

2.	Take the three most significant and spell them out in 		great detail.



Exercise 48.....	FAMILY



Prayer: Have I told you lately, Father, that I love You?  Well, I do so very much.  What a privilege it is to be allowed to love You.  You are the most wonderful person in my life.  Loving You brings out the best in me.  Just being in touch with You makes me so much more than I could ever be by myself.  It is hard for me to tell you adequately what You mean to me.  So, I am  send my brother, Jesus.  Amen.



1.	Some elements of our family life which I most
	appreciate and enjoy are?

2.	Some elements of our family life which I most want to
	change are:

3.	Some areas of my own behavior as a person/spouse/parent
	which I most value and enjoy are:

4.	Some areas of my own behavior as a person/spouse/parent
	which I would most like to change are:



Exercise 49.....	SELF IMAGE



Prayer: You know, Father, that I get down on myself, too often.  When I do, I am not good to be around.  My clouds darken the whole house.  It is especially hard on my husband/wife.  Pull me out of this.  Give me a sense of joy and happiness in being your daughter/son.  Anything else about me is minor compared with that.  Help me see that.  I send Jesus to You with this need.  Amen.


1.	My spouse could be most helpful and encouraging in
	helping me by:

2.	My self-image as a spouse/parent is most positively
	influenced, when:

3.	My self-image as a spouse/parent is most influenced,
	negatively, when:

4.	When my self-image as a spouse/parent is good, I feel
	and act:

5.	When my self image as a spouse/ parent is poor, I feel
	and act:



Exercise 50     	COMPLIMENTS



Prayer: How grand You are to me!  When I think, Father, of all the wonderful people You have put into my life, I realize I am the most blessed of people.  You have filled my life with an embarrassment of riches.  Give me the urgency to tell them how much of a grace they are to me.  Let Jesus speak my request for me.  Amen



1.	Jot down some compliments which are easiest to give:
	To your spouse:
	To your child/children (name the child and the
	compliments for each):

2.	Jot down some honest compliments which are most
	difficult for you to give in those same relationships.

3.	What specific compliments are easiest for you to 
	receive?  From whom?  Why?

4.	What specific compliments are most difficult for you
	to receive?  From whom?  Why?

5.	Now, repeat the same four questions, using "criticisms"
	rather than "compliments" in the questions.

6.	In what ways do compliments and criticisms improve and
	detract from intimacy in your primary relationships 
	toward your spouse?  your children?  your relatives?
	your friends in your faith community?  (Take your time
	here.  Consider both the effects on your attitudes and
	dispositions of heart as well as the specific things
	you do as a result.)



Exercise 51.....	NEGATIVITY



Prayer: Father.  You have chosen me to be a member of the Community of the Faithful.  I know that my response to Your choice is very important to You and Your plans.  Let that fact sink into my soul, right at this moment.  Help me to be truly awed that You would choose me.  How much You believe in me.  This I ask through Christ Our Lord.  Amen.



1.	In what specific ways do you tend to "criticize" God?
	the Church?  (e.g., avoiding prayer; praying for MY
	will rather than God's will; ignoring Church teaching
	or values when making moral decisions, saying "they
	can't know my needs and problems"; neglecting Church
	attendance and worship because "it's boring and 
	irrelevant to my life," cutting down donations because 	of anger at Bishop or pastor, etc..)

2.	How do these attitudes and behaviors affect or diminish
	your closeness/intimacy with God? with the Church?

3.	How does your own self-image at any given time affect
	your tendency to be affirming to others?  to be 
	critical of others?

4.	What specific steps can you take to improve your self-
	image, for the sake of your own sense of holiness, and
	for the sake of enriching your relationships with your
	spouse/children?

5.	Reflect on this statement:  There is no such thing as
	"constructive criticism" in the life of a Christian.
	Our charism as a people is built on love, affirmation,
	and forgiveness.  It is an invitation to continued
	growth in accepting our responsibility to cooperate in
	the work of Redemption by making all our choices for
	love of God, love of others, and love of self.

6.	How can you turn your criticism of others into
	"invitations to growth and responsibility"?


Exercise 52     	ACTIVITIES



Prayer:  I want to spend these moments thanking You, Father for all the goodness You have placed in my life.  Most especially, I want to express my deepest appreciation for the Eucharist.  What a gift!  I guess what most takes my breath away is that You didn't make it a once in a life time thing but that I could receive Your Son's Body and Blood, any time I wished.  I ask Jesus to seek from You a yearning for this Sacrament.  Amen.



1.	Select a subject mutually important to you both.  Each
	should plan to write a letter during the following five
	days and plan time to read and to share.  Make sure 		that the topic is one which is central to your 			relationship.  It need not be one on which you have 		agreement.  In fact it would be well to select an issue 	in which you either don't know what each other thinks 		and feels or an area where you know your thoughts, 		opinions and feelings are in some opposition.

2.	Write a letter on that topic in an atmosphere of love 		and trust.  Focus on the goodness of the one to whom 		you write, on your love and caring for one another.  In 	the letter, express this love and trust often, not to 		manipulate the acceptance of your thoughts but to 		proclaim your love for him/her.  Agreement is not the 		issue here.  Your opinions may still be the same 			afterward.  It is the atmosphere of listening, self-		revelation, acceptance of personhood, and love which 		are important.  These will serve as a tremendous source 	of strengthening and energizing for your self images 		and or your relationship.

3.	Arrange a time during which you can be alone, perhaps 		at a park or a place special to  your relationship.  		Plan plenty of time. Read the letter aloud to the one 		you love, using the gift of eyes, touch, and voice 		quality to convey your love and affection.

4.	Talk with one another about the feelings you 			experienced while writing; while reading; while 			listening.


Exercise 53 JUDGEMENTS


Prayer: Your Son, Christ the Lord, was very strong about judgements.  Yet, I find myself falling into doing that quite often,  Forgive me, Father.  But it is not easy for me to change.  Be tender and understanding with me, Father.  But You also have to be insistent.  This is such a habit with me.  I am sending my brother, Jesus to win this grace for me.  Amen


1.	"Criticism is cancer in a marriage relationship.:  What
	is my personal reaction to this statement?

2.	In what areas do I have to work at not being critical?

	___ your appearance
	___ your intelligence
	___ your personal habits (which?)
	___ your religious beliefs
	___ your ambitions
	___ your money habits
	___ myself
	___ other (explain)

3.	In what areas would I like for you to work at not being
	critical?

	___ my appearance
	___ my intelligence
	___ my personal habits (which?)
	___ my religious beliefs
	___ my ambitions
	___ my feelings
	___ yourself
	___ other (explain)


Exercise 54     ARGUMENTS

Prayer:  Father, it is so funny that I fight with the one I love the most, more than with anyone else.  Sometimes I don't understand myself in this.  Yet, other times, I feel so justified and righteous.  Give me insight into myself in this area and help me to understand my spouse better.  I bring this petition through Jesus Your Son.  Amen.

Directions:

Take time with this and let the Spirit guide your pen.  Try to be very self revelatory in your answers.

When you discuss this don't argue about how you argue.  Be gracious with each other.

1.	a.	The subject of our last argument was:

	b.	Did I bring up past history and use it against my 		spouse?

	c.	How?

	d.	Did I criticize my spouse?

	e.	What did I say?

	f.	Did I bring in third parties?

		Who?

	g.	Did I use my objections to others against my 			spouse?

		How?

	h.	Did I listen to my spouse?

	i.	What do I think my spouse was really trying to 			say?

	j.	What were my weapons--shouting, hitting, throwing, 		silence, threats, tears, other?

	k.	What personal needs and values was I trying to 			communicate?

	l.	What feelings were below my anger?

	m.	Did I look into my spouse's eyes?

	n.	If so what did I see?

	o.	If not, why not?

	p.	What brought about our reconciliation?

	q.	In our fight, was I out to win?

	r.	Is one or both of us always "right"?



Exercise 55     FORGIVENESS


Prayer: Let me remember, Father dear how many times You have forgiven me.  You do it over and over again.  I can never than You enough for how you are ever so giving; You never hold back from welcoming me back to your arms and heart.  That means so much to me.  Give me that quality of Yours.  Let me be as generous with my spouse as You are with me.  That is the way I can thank You best.  Jesus is bringing this petition to You.  Amen.


1.	Can I recall times in my childhood or teen years when I 	was hurt and the person never asked for forgiveness?

	When?

2.	What are the most difficult things I have to face in 		myself in order to ask your forgiveness (List most 		difficult as 1, next most difficult as 2, etc.)

	___ Admitting I need forgiveness
	___ Forgiving myself
	___ Saying the words "will you forgive me"
	___ Thinking about your goodness
	___ Other (explain)

3.	What are the most difficult things I have to face in
	order to grant forgiveness to you?  (List most
	difficult as 1, next most difficult as 2, etc.)

	___ My hurt
	___ My pride
	___ Your goodness
	___ My demand that you change
	___ Feeling sorry for myself
	___ Wanting to get even
	___ Forgetting
	___ Other (explain)
	
4.	The thing I find most difficult to forgive in myself
	is?



Exercise 56     TRUSTING


Prayer: This is a tough one, Father.  Trust is so threatening to me.  I'm afraid to be hurt.  Let me really feel the trust You have in trusting Your Son to us.  How could You ever do that.  Your love must be overwhelming.  That's what I need for my spouse - an overwhelming love.  Just fill me with that.  I ask Jesus to talk to You about this for me.  Amen.


Direction: Use Full Week


First Day

This is a grid of trust level.

		Closed							Open
Topic     1            2            3       4       5
          Facts,       Facts        You     Me      Us
          persons      persons
          that concern that do 
          neither      involve
          myself or    me or you
          person I'm
          talking to

Time      1                 2             3             4
          No particular     The past      The future    Now
          time

Feelings  1             2             3            4
          not shared    little        much         full
                        sharing       sharing      sharing

Freedom    1             2            3             4
           no sense of   little sense a fair sense  a real
           freedom       of freedom   of freedom    sense of
										  freedom

1.  Itemize our topics of conversation.  List the kinds of things you and I usually talk about together (e.g. the children, bills, friends, relatives, things that need to be done, etc.):

2.  Rate our trust on topics from 1 - 5.

3.  Rate our trust on time from 1 - 4:

4.  Rate our trust in terms of feelings from 1 - 4.

5.  Rate our trust in terms of freedom from 1 - 4:

6.  How do my answers make me feel?

Second Day

1.   About what about am I most comfortable discussing with 	you?

2.   What, about you, is most difficult discussing with you? 	Explain.

3.   What about me am I most comfortable in talking to you? 	Explain.

4.   What about me is most difficult to talk to you about? 		Explain.

Third Day

1.   What do you tell me about you do that I find easiest to 	accept?  Explain.

2.   What do you tell me about you do that I find most 		difficult to accept?  Explain.

Fourth Day

1.   What about us is easiest to discuss with you?  Explain.

2.   What about us is hardest to discuss with you?  Explain.

3.   How do I avoid talking to you about us when I find it 		difficult?

Fifth Day

1.   Why do I want us to improve our trust?

2.   What practical steps can I/we take to improve our 		trust?

Sixth Day     Review of our Week

Read over all the answers.  Pick out the 2 or 3 points you both agree were the most important and discuss why they are important for your relationship.



Exercise 57     SHARING



Prayer:	Father, how generous You've been in revealing yourself to us through your Son, Jesus.  You gave me so much by showing me, through his life, what love really is.  You've been so generous to me but I can't understand why I cling to so many of my attitudes and why I'm so private, even with my spouse.  Father, fill me with a sense of generosity to reveal even my most intimate thoughts and feelings.  In Jesus name, I ask this.  Amen.


1.	What aspect of myself do I find easiest to share with you?
	Why?

2.	Up to now, what areas of our relationship have we spent 	the least time talking about?

	___ my sexuality			___ my relationship with		___ your sexuality				God
	___ my faith				___ your relationship		___ your faith					with God
	___ my spending priorities	___ my family
	___ your spending priorities	___ your family
	___ my job				___ having children
	___ your job				___ other

3.	I want to spend more time talking about:

4.	The main thing about myself I find difficult to talk to 	you about is:

5.	What do I feel like, when I think about sharing this 		part of myself with you:

6.	What can you do to help me share more of myself with 		you.

7.	When I share something about myself that I have diffi-		culty in accepting and you reach out to me with 			tenderness and compassion I:



Exercise 58     FEELINGS



Prayer:	Father, thank You so much for the feelings I have ... all of them.  You reveal so much to me through my feelings ... mostly about the attitudes I wouldn't even be aware of.  Thank You for this revelation.  Free me to accept these feelings, Father, and to share them with my spouse with the same generosity You have for me.  Help me to accept my spouse's feelings with the same loving acceptance You have of us.  In Jesus name I ask these things.  Amen.


1.	The strongest feeling I have experienced lately is:
	(check one)

	___ loneliness				___ anger
	___ fear					___ closeness
	___ bitterness				___ sadness
	___ inner peace			___ discouragement
	___ joy					___ worry
	___ insecurity				___ other

2.	I have discussed this feeling with:  (check one or 		more)

	___ my mother				___ my spouse
	___ my father				___ a friend
	___ no one				___ other

3.	I never or rarely share with my spouse feelings of: 		(check all that apply) 

	___ loneliness				___ anger
	___ discouragement			___ fear
	___ joy					___ excitement
	___ tenderness and caring	___ other

4.	I feel most like communicating with my spouse when:

5.	I feel least like communicating with my spouse when:

6.	The main feeling I don't like to hear you talk about 		is:

7.	When you talk about the feeling in the previous 			question I feel:

8.	How did I feel the last time you said the words, "I 		love you?"

9.	How do I feel when we can't afford to do what I/you/we 	want to do?

10.	How do I feel about growing old together?

11.	How do I feel when you kiss me in front of my parents?

12.	How would I feel if you asked me to pray aloud with you

13.	What feeling do I have that I find most difficult to 		face in myself?

14.	Describe in great detail how you feel at these times. 		(let your beloved know what it's like to be you.)



Exercise 59     Our Decisions



Prayer:	Father, Your decisions are overflowing with love for me.  Please help mine to be the same.  I have some pretty bad attitudes about making decisions ... I think they should happen "naturally",  I want things to turn out "my way", and I don't want to take responsibility if things turn out wrong.  Help me to realize, when we decide out of love ... as Jesus loved ... I can do no wrong ... that I can only make mistakes and that's not so bad.  Thanks for letting me make mistakes.  But mostly, Father, help me to love my spouse the way Jesus loves us.  Amen.


1.	In my opinion our decisions are:  (check all that 		apply)

	___ very good
	___ some good, some bad
	___ often a hassle
	___ very poor
	___ mostly made by me
	___ mostly made by you
	___ easily made
	___ too thoughtless
	___ too influenced by others
	___ most independently made
	___ usually our decisions
	___ each of us has our areas of responsibility
	___ too often compromises
	___ rarely couple decisions
	___ other

2.	When you make independent decisions, I usually (check 		all you agree with)

	___a. don't bother you
	___b. argue, if I disagree
	___c. let you know about it, if you're wrong
	___d. let you know about it, if you're right
	___e. support you 100%
	___f. am a martyr about it.
	___g. other

3.	Which of the answers in the previous question apply 
	to the way you react to my independent decisions?

4.	Which of the above answers apply to the way we react to
	our couple decisions?

Note: 4.  There are steps we can use to make a decision: Prayer (opening ourselves to God's will for us); Discernment (gathering facts we need to decide issues, consultation with other faith filled people, mutual discussion); Mutual agreement; Mutual responsibility (the decision is our responsibility); and finally, re-evaluation when conditions change.

	Am I willing to use these steps in our decision-making?  Am I willing to pray with you, to spend time discerning, to work at mutual agreement and develop an attitude of mutual responsibility and then be open enough to re-evaluate if that becomes necessary?


5.	Does your spouse make decisions quickly, slowly?

	How does that affect you?

6.	What decisions are we making which cause us to postpone
	our relationship.

7.	What was the biggest decision we have made recently?

	How could we have improved the way we went about making
	that decision?

8.	What decisions are we making now about sex?

	What is our goal in making these decisions?

9.	What decision have I been avoiding the most?

	Why?

10.	What am I willing to change in myself, in order for us 
	to be able to make couple decisions?



Exercise 60     RECREATION



Prayer:	Father I'm filled with awe knowing You created us to be lovers and with the splendor of all of your creation ... it's just so magnificent and overwhelming.  I know this couldn't have come about any other way but through Your love.  You are truly the God of creation and I really believe that, but I have trouble believing that every new day is a re-creation, a fresh start on life ... I'm just so hooked on following my old patterns.  Free me from these  habits, so I can live the way You want me to.  I ask this in the name of Your Son who showed us the way to new life.  Amen.


1.	The way we should spend our free time is:  (check those
	you agree with and then number your top 4 priorities)

	___ going on trips	   		___ with one another
	___ tennis				___ a second job
	___ movies				___ more education
	___ T.V.					___ an Apostolate
	___ with our family			___ fun activities
	___ hiking				___ dancing
	___ beach					___ talking with friends
	___ reading				___ sporting events
							___ other

2.	Looking at the past year, how many hours a week have I 	usually spent:

	___ watching T.V.
	___ Recreation
	___ Communicating with you
	___ Talking to my family
	___ Working in an Apostolate
	___ Talking with friends
	___ Working over 8 hours a day
	___ Going to school or working a second job 
                                                                                                                                                
3.	How do I have to change because of the differences in 		my answers to questions 1 and 2.

4.	Free time is:  (choose 3)

	___ to unwind				___ self fulfillment
	___ what life is all about	___ to forget responsi-		___ to get closer to you			bility
	___ for recreation			___ for personal			___ to help others				interests
	___ to be with the family	___ Other

5.	Explain your choices in # 3 in terms of what you expect
	from your spouse in your free time.

6.	If the poor and lonely people in the Church had a say 		in your use of free time, would they ask you to make 		any changes in your choices.  Explain.

7.	Is your attitude toward free time in any way an 			influence on your thoughts about having a baby? e.g.

	a.	The amount of money your free time activities
		cost.

	b.	Fear of loss of freedom with a baby.
	Write to your spouse how this dilemma affects you.



Exercise 61     Difficulties With Parents



Prayer:  Father dear one, this is a hard area for me to look into.  There is a lot of the past involved and I don't like to dig all that up.  But I know I have to because it is influencing how I act with them and in my marriage.  Help me be honest with myself in my answers and gentle with my folks in my heart.  Fill me with compassion and understanding of the kind of people they are.  Let my heart reach out to them.  I ask this big favor through my brother Jesus. Amen.


Directions:

Spend most of your time writing on the b and c parts of the two questions.  Make sure in the c question that it is a request for help rather than a demand for the spouse to shape up.

Be very understanding and helpful with your spouse, letting him/her know you're on their side.

Compare the a answers to see where you differ in perception.

1.	a.	What am I afraid of as far as my parents' 				relationship with us is concerned?  (check all
		that apply)

	___ my past history with them
	___ their dislike of you
	___ their wanting to dominate us
	___ their stubbornness
	___ my weakness
	___ the way we fight with them 
	___ their wanting to make our decisions
	___ your dislike of them
	___ my and your disagreeing
	___ the time they expect to be with us
	___ my father and you disagreeing
	___ their demands on my time
	___ they will disown me
	___ their financial needs
	___ my mother and you disagreeing
	___ their indifference to us
	___ other

	b.	I have the strongest fear about:

	c.	You can help me by:

2.	a.	What I most fear about your parents is:

	___ what they think of me
	___ how close you are to them
	___ the way you give in to them
	___ the way they treat you
	___ how much money they give you
	___ they will try to dominate me
	___ they will try to dominate you
	___ the way you take their side
	___ the way they live
	___ what they say to you about me
	___ what you say to them about me
	___ the way they take your side
	___ their demands on your time
	___ the way they treat us like kids
	___ their indifference to us
	___ their financial needs
	___ your stubbornness
	___ other

	b.	I have the greatest fear about:

	c.	You can help me by:



Exercise 62  GROWTH


Prayer:  Beloved Father, I can't express fully enough my gratitude for You choosing my beloved spouse for me.  My life has completely changed since we met, fell in love and got married through Your call.  Help me to live up to Your best hopes for me in our love.  Make me grow day by day in my love.  Let Christ our Lord bring this petition to You.  Amen.


Directions: spend a full week on this.

In Section 1, check the attitudes you have had during the past year.

Compare answers.  The ones you both have checked are areas to start on immediately.

In the areas only one of you has checked talk over why this attitude is present in only that one.

1.	My attitudes toward developing our marriage:

	___ We're as much in love as we'll ever be
	___ We can think about that when we need to
	___ Love is love, you can't do much about it
	___ We should be making plans now
	___ It's a good idea to make plans but we have so much	    		else to do now
	___ That's for more serious types than we are
	___ I think it's nonsense
	___ It's nice but unimportant
	___ If it has to do with sex, I'm for it
	___ We're doing alright, let's not rock the boat
	___ Sounds too much like religion to me
	___ Let's form a young married group in our parish
	___ Maybe later, we're too rushed right now
	___ Let's go on a Marriage Encounter
	___ Let's commit ourselves to something like a	    			married couples' retreat each year
	___ Everything would be fine if you would ________
	___ Let's call our pastor and see what is available	    		in the area of marriage enrichment
	___ I'm giving everything I have right now
	___ Other (explain)

2.	The area of our marriage I believe needs the
	greatest help and support is:


	The seal of the Pastoral and Matrimonial Renewal Center is of the ringed head of a High Cross from Castledermot, Ireland.  The crucifixion represented on early Irish crosses is almost universally the crucifixion according to the Gospel of John (Jn: 19:37).  It is the glorified Christ who is represented: Christ as king and as priest, breathing forth the Spirit at the moment of his death.  The spear pierces his side and blood and water flow out: the water symbolic of the Spirit and of Baptism, the blood of Redemption and the Eucharist.
	The crucifixion in early Irish art is not shown as Jesus alone and abandoned, but it is a peopled crucifixion - it is Jesus among his disciples, Jesus risen and present among the people of his Church.  Jesus Reigns in the midst of his disciples, gathered in unity, who are also his apostles, sent to proclaim his salvation to the four corners of the earth.
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			THE TWO OF US AT HOME

		  Spending Time With One Another

	Love is not one big burst.  It is the day by day, speaking, embracing, forgiving, celebrating, arguing, making love, hoping, planning, healing.  That is what makes a marriage.  You have a great opportunity, through the contents of this Booklet to make more of your chances with one another.

	This booklet has a series of exercises for husbands and wives to do with one another together.  They can do this as just the two of them.  Or they can join with a few other couples to share their journey in love.  The exercises are very flexible.  They can be done on a daily basis or once a week.  You can pick and choose which ones to do first or do them in order.    This is like any exercise book.  the important thing is not what is in the book but what you accomplish by putting what is in the book into your life and love.



